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Some Persistent Delusions
In this article we focus on several unwarranted notions

that frequently appear in discussions of the functioning of
the Nation's economy. Analyses of nearly all of these
notions have been published in other issues of these
reports. Our present purpose is to remind readers of these
delusions and to describe some of the relationships among
them.

Profits

Misconceptions about profits abound, probably because
profits not only are often judged to be "good" or "bad"
but also because their function is not understood.

The receipts of any enterprise accrue to its vendors, its
employees, and its suppliers of productive equipment and
facilities (which we here call owners). Some share of
receipts also accrue to governments by means of taxes;
however, for the present purposes we assume (with the
understanding that it may or may not be valid in specific
instances) that all taxes are passed on to customers and
that enterprises simply function as tax collectors. When
all enterprises are considered as a group, payments to
vendors cancel out, and all after-tax receipts are
ultimately divided between employees and owners. The
owners' portion is subdivided according to the legal and
financial relationships of those who have supplied the
productive equipment and facilities used by the enter-
prise. These subdivisions may include depreciation, rent,
interest, and profit.

A common misconception is that profits must be
achieved at the expense of employees, or consumers, or
both. Such is the situation when special privilege, such as
monopoly, is involved, but not otherwise. As suggested
above, usual profits are only a portion of the owners'
share, and that share is payment for the use of property
as a factor of production. When this is understood, one
can readily recognize the fallacy in the apparently
widespread belief that activities conducted "not for
profit," for example by a government-sponsored organiza-
tion, can in some way save the cost of profits. Someone
somewhere must provide tools, equipment, inventories,
office space, etc., (or the funds for such) for virtually any
activitity. The word "profit" might be avoided ("subsidy"
might be its replacement for government-sponsored
enterprises and "donation" for charitable enterprises), but
payment must be made for productive equipment and
facilities.

If profits are "bad,", why is it that the most highly
regarded organizations in the Nation are often its most
profitable enterprises? The products or services offered by
such enterprises are eagerly sought by customers, its
employees are well paid and have opportunity to advance
rapidly within a growing organization, it pays large
amounts of taxes, and lenders and investors are pleased to
provide more funds. Oppositely, marginal or unprofitable

enterprises typically are a source of dissatisfaction to
customers, employees, lenders, and investors.

Eleemosynary institutions are not exempt from such
"harsh" judgment. Either they provide a product useful
enough to attract adequate funding or they fade from
existence. Moreover, that the majority of individuals
operating institutions, such as schools, hospitals, govern-
ment departments, or even research institutes (to name a
few), are any more concerned for their fellow man or less
concerned with personal gain than those operating
profit-making activities is not at all clear. Even if they
were more concerned, it would not ensure that their
activities would be more useful to their fellow men. (How
many times have you sought relief from do-gooders?)

Profitability is some objective evidence of the success
of a given activity. Additionally, profits provide those
who utilize their property in ways that are useful to
consumers in general with more funds to expand their
efforts. Losses, of course, have the opposite effect. Those
engaged in activities organized "not for profit" probably
run a greater risk of unduly focusing on the needs of
parochial interests, such as those of their employees or
large contributors, and of becoming unresponsive to the
interests of the larger group they supposedly serve, such
as consumers and taxpayers.

Automation

That technological change causes unemployment among
the unskilled long has been a widespread myth. This view
also reflects ignorance of the need for adequate payments
to be received by those who supply productive resources.

When the payment requirements of the unskilled
become unsupportable, technological change is encour-
aged. In a given activity the required remuneration of
workers may become unsupportable for a number of
reasons. Minimum-wage legislation, collective bargaining
by organized labor, or, and perhaps most often, better
employment opportunities in other activities may make
the substitution of a machine or a piece of equipment for
human effort the only viable means of performing a task.
Although in particular instances a worker may appear to
be in unequal competition with machine, his "displace-
ment" actually frees him from the low earnings of low
productivity. The appeal of the folk song notwithstand-
ing, how many "John Henrys" could be found today to
drill rock at a piecework rate equivalent to the unit cost
of machine-drilled holes. Could their productivity justify
even the minimum wage?

Until all human wants are filled, including that of
leisure, can human effort be superfluous? We think not.
The objection to automation seems to be related to some
persons wanting particular jobs at specified wage rates,
whether or not their contribution to output warrants that
wage. Perhaps eschewing automation would be in their
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personal best interests, but not in those of the consumers
of the products they made.

Unemployment

Many persons claim that unemployment is the Nation's
greatest problem. In support of their position, they cite
official statistics, which recently indicated that about 7.5
million Americans were "unemployed" (i.e., reportedly
were actively seeking jobs). Although mat number is
large, the circumstances of the unemployed persons
suggest that unemployment may be less of a problem
than widely asserted.

Only about half of the unemployed reportedly 'lost
their last jobs." Presumably those were not adequately
performing the jobs they held or the jobs they held no
longer needed doing. With the possible exception of
roughly one million "new entrants," who never held jobs
in their lives, the remainder were unemployed for reasons
that were voluntary to some extent. They may have quit
their last job or previously have left the labor force for
some reason. Thus, reducing unemployment is not simply
a matter of "putting people back to work."

That governments offer a broad array of "benefits" to
unemployed persons and that many persons thus can
afford a lengthy period of unemployment during which to
seek the "right" job may or may not be desirable, but it
clearly conflicts with the goal of reducing the number of
unemployed. That goal, if pursued with extreme effort,
would ultimately conflict (as in the U.S.S.R.) with the
freedom of workers to leave jobs and seek others and
with the flexibility of producers to adapt to changing
demands and improving productive processes.

Unemployment policies in this Nation fortunately have
not yet approached the extreme. However, the myopic con-
cern of politicians with total unemployment surely has sub-
stantially damaged the economy. When will they learn?

Military vs. "Social-Welfare" Spending

Expenditure proposals relating to national defense
often have been controversial, particularly when they have
involved large amounts for "hardware," or weapons
systems. In many instances, opponents did not accept the
efficacy of the proposals in questions, i.e., the debate
centered on military science. However, opposition to
proposed national defense expenditures often has been
based on a gross overestimate of military spending and
underestimate of social-welfare expenditures. The trend of
Federal outlays for national defense as a proportion of
Gross National Product has been downward for many
years, and such outlays currently account for only about
6 percent of the Nation's output. Moreover, personnel
costs now account for about half of the military budget.
Ten years ago, such costs amounted to about 40 percent
of military spending, even though the number of armed
forces personnel was much larger.

In contrast, government outlays for "social welfare"
(including so-called insurance, education, welfare, health,
veterans' benefits, and housing) have exceeded military
spending during every year since 1960, and they now
amount to about 20 percent of the Nation's output. For
many years such outlays have been the fastest increasing
component of government spending. The increases seem
not to have been retarded by outlays for the Nation's
defense, but the opposite is not at all clear.

Social Security

An argument related to the social-welfare cause is that
outlays for Social Security "benefits" should not be

included as budgetary expenditures because they allegedly
represent "insurance" payments that simply are adminis-
tered by the Federal Government. Are Social Security
outlays like insurance payments?

Our long-time readers should be well acquainted with
the functioning and status of the Social Security system.
Here we only will assert that the managers of any private
insurance or pension plan who followed the practices of
the Federal Government would be promptly prosecuted
for fraud. Apologists for the Social Security system now
maintain that the practice of paying benefits to retirees
from the current contributions of workers was a part of
the original plan of the system and thus should not cause
alarm. Perhaps it was, but this was not the way in which
the Social Security scheme was "sold" to the American
people. Worker resentment of the Social Security tax now
is increasing along with increasing rates.

Social Security outlays now are included in the budget
of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
They should not be excluded from estimates of outlays
for "social-welfare" purposes, because that is what they
are. Social Security was designed to ease the financial
problems of the elderly poor, but it has become a time
bomb, with the potential for pitting generation against
generation in a more severe fashion than when the custom
was for individuals to look after their aged relatives.

Regulation

The list of Government regulatory bodies set up to deal
with specific problems seems endless. Although some such
institutions have gained widespread respect, there actually
is little evidence that even they have been at all successful
in accomplishing the purposes for which they were
established. The Federal Reserve system is one of the
most admired quasi-Government agencies. Ostensibly the
Fed was established to end money panics and thereby to
reduce fluctuations of prices, output, and employment.
Yet, since the Fed was established, such fluctuations have
been by far the largest in the Nation's history.

Losses to investors from fraudulent practices involving
securities were to be prevented by the Securities and
Exchange Commission, which began operating in 1933. In
spite of the S.E.C.'s monumental efforts and questionable
tactics, fraudulent securities transactions remain common.
Indeed, studies indicate that such losses have changed
little or have increased since the Commission was
established.

Of course, there is no way of ascertaining what the
events in the monetary and securities fields would have
been in the absence of the Fed and the S.E.C. Perhaps
they would have been worse. Without knowing such
information, the only warranted conclusion is that there
is no evidence that these two organizations deserve the
respect that many evidently have for their work.

Conclusion

Herein we have described a few popular economic
misconceptions. Some involve errors in naming or
analysis, others involve ignoring facts that do not "fit"
such erroneous analysis. The common characteristic of
these seems to be acceptance of an "obvious" proposi-
tion, such as: relieving individuals of "problems" is a
proper role of government, and an individual can only
improve his economic condition at the expense of
someone else. Substantial evidence indicates that govern-
ment efforts to "correct" problems are virtually certain to
create new and different problems and that the free
interaction of individuals is the best means found to date
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for improving nearly everyone's economic condition. That
an understanding of these fundamental relationships has
not yet become as common among the general public as,
say, the relationship between sanitation and disease, is the
scandal and shame of the economics profession.

STATISTICAL INDICATORS
Among the primary leading indicators of business-cycle

changes, the average workweek for a production worker
in manufacturing increased substantially during February,
and the cyclical status of this series, which had been
contracting, now is indeterminate. Additional data are
needed in order to ascertain whether or not the average
workweek has begun to expand cyclically. The percentage
of primary leaders so appraised remains 75.

The number of employees in nonagricultural establish-
ments increased and continued to expand cyclically
during January. All of the primary coincident indicators
are so appraised.

The ratio of consumer installment debt to personal
income increased substantially during January, but it still
was less than 2 percent above the apparent cyclical trough
reached during October 1975. This series remains
appraised as probably expanding cyclically. The inverted
average duration of unemployment increased substantially
during February. The 3-month moving average of this
series also increased, which removed any doubt that it is
expanding cyclically. The composite of short-term interest
rates increased slightly during February for the second
consecutive month; nevertheless, the cyclical status of this
series remains indeterminate. Additional data are needed
in order to determine whether or not a cyclical expansion
has begun. The percentage of primary laggers appraised as
expanding cyclically remains 83.

That 75 percent of the primary leading indicators are
appraised as expanding cyclically has favorable implica-
tions for the near-term cyclical trend of general business
activity.

SUPPLY
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION

The seasonally adjusted Index of Industrial Production
published by* the Federal Reserve Board increased
substantially during November and December. However,
this index decreased markedly during January, to 131.5
(1967=100). Industrial output had decreased during
September and October, which had raised some doubt
that business activity was continuing to expand cyclically.
(The index of industrial production is a widely followed
primary roughly coincident indicator of business-cycle
changes.) The record level of such production during
December removed any doubt about the continued
cyclical expansion of industrial production and dramati-
cally eased concern about the continued expansion of
business activity.

Although this index decreased a marked 1 percent
during January, we continue to appraised it as expanding
cyclically. The severe weather conditions and natural gas
shortages throughout the United States during January
forced temporary closings at many industrial plants then.
There is no way of ascertaining precisely what portion of
the "lost" production during January was attributable to
these temporary events, and what, if any, was cyclical in
nature. However, data available to date suggest that the
upward cyclical trend of such production probably has
continued.

During the 3 months ended in January, the total
industrial production index averaged 0.9 percent more

CHANGES IN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEXES
DURING 3 MONTHS ENDED IN JANUARY

Percent Change From
Propor- Preceding 3 Year-earlier 3

tion Month Period* Month Period

Total Index
Industry Groups

Mfg., total
Durable goods
Nondurable goods

Mining & Utilities
Market Groups

Consumer goods
Business equipment
Materials
*Compound annual rate.

100 +3.6 +6.0

88
52
36
12

28
13
39

+2.8
+2.5
+3.1
+4.8

+9.7
+11.3
-3.6

+6.3
+8.1
+4.3
+2.6

+6.0
+7.7
+5.9
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than that during the preceding 3 months. As is shown in
the accompanying table, this increase was equivalent to an
annual rate of 3.6 percent. The rate of increase in this
3-month averaged index decreased from a 24-percent
annual rate during the 3 months ended in September
1975 to a 0.8-percent annual rate during the 3 months
ended in November 1976. In spite of the so-called
economic slowdown during the fall of 1976, this averaged
index never decreased then. Subsequently, the rate of
increase has accelerated.

All major groups of industrial production, except that
of materials, increased during the 3 months ended in
January. The percentage changes in the average seasonally
adjusted indexes of these groups for the 3 months ended
in January from those for the preceding and year-earlier
3-month periods are shown in the accompanying table.
All of the increases in production of these groups were
attributable to increased output during November and
December. Production of all of these groups, except for
that of materials, increased during both of those months;
and production for all of these groups decreased during
January.

Production of durable goods increased at an annual rate
of 2.5 percent during the 3-month period ended in
January. That rate of increase in such production was
more than the 0.8-percent rate of increase during the 3
months ended in October but substantially less than the
23-percent rate of increase during the 3 months ended in
September 1975.

Production of nondurable goods increased at a
compound annual rate of nearly 23 percent during the
11-month period of April 1975 through February 1976.
That rate of increase clearly was unsustainable, and a
more "reasonable" rate was to be expected. During the
11 months of March 1976 through January 1977, such
production increased at a compound annual rate of less
than 2 percent. The annual rate of increase in nondurable
goods production from the cyclical trough of such
production during the 22 months of March 1975 through
January 1977 has been about 12 percent. During the
similar period of other postwar recoveries, such pro-
duction increased within a range of from 6.2 to 9.6
percent. Thus, nondurable goods output during the
current expansion has increased unusually rapidly.

Mining and utilities output during the 3 months
ended in January increased at an annual rate of 4.8
percent. All of the increase in such production was
attributable to increases in utilities output then.
Utilities output increased at an annual rate of 11.6
percent during the 3 months ended in January, but
mining output decreased at an annual rate of 2.6
percent then. The output of utilities during January
was a record amount, reflecting a large use of
electricity for heating purposes.



Among the market groups of industrial production, the
output of consumer goods increased at an annual rate of
nearly 10 percent during the 3 months ended in January.
Much of this large increase in production of consumer
goods was attributable to increases in the production of
automobiles and parts following the end of the strike by
automobile workers at Ford Motor Company plants in
November. Production of nondurable consumer goods also
increased substantially during the 3 months ended in
January. Recent large increases in new orders for
consumer goods and for materials in constant dollars have
favorable implications for the production of such goods
during the next few months.

Production of business equipment increased at an
annual rate of more than 11 percent during the 3 months
ended in January. This was the largest rate of increase in
such production since the 3 months ended in July 1974
and apparently reflects an increased willingness and ability
of businessmen to increase or improve their productive
equipment. Contracts and orders for plant and equipment
in constant dollars have increased substantially during
recent months, which suggests that further increases in
the production of such goods are probable.

Materials production decreased at an annual rate of 3.6
percent during the 3 months ended in January. This was
the only major market group of industrial production that
decreased then. As the accompanying chart shows, such
production increased rapidly from a cyclical trough in
March 1975 through August 1976. During that period
materials production increased at an annual rate of nearly
16 percent. Since August such production has decreased
slightly. This period of decrease probably is a temporary
correction of the excessive rate of increase during the
preceding 17 months.

The severe weather and the natural gas shortages
during recent past months may temporarily obscure the
cyclical trend of industrial production during the next
few months. However, available data, including recent
large increases in new orders for consumer goods and in
contracts and orders for plant and equipment, suggest
that the underlying upward trend of industrial output
probably will accelerate in the next few months.

Latest Indexes

Production of steel, automobiles, and electric power (1)
in the 1- and 4-week periods ended on the indicated dates
in the current year and (2) in the corresponding periods
of earlier years was as follows:

Steel
Ingots (million tons)
1 week: March 5
4 weeks: March 5

Automobiles
Vehicles (thousands)
1 week: March 5
4 weeks: March 5

Electric Power
Kilowatt-hours (billions)
1 week: March 5
4 weeks: March 5

Percent
p Preliminary.

1972

2.49
9.71

185
713

31.9
131.0

change

1973

2.92
11.60

211
853

34.6
143.2
from 4

7974

2.89
11.53

151
564

35.7
139.6
weeks

1975

2.78
10.83

97
390

35.4
144.5
a year

1976

2.47
9.67

175
694

36.4
147.7
earlier

i977

2.36
9.05

204p
768p

39.3
160.5
: +8.7

DEMAND
RETAIL SALES

Estimates of retail sales during the most recent week
and 4 weeks compare with such sales during the
corresponding periods a year earlier as follows:

Period Percent change
Week ended February 26 +9
Four weeks ended February 26 +10

SELECTED INDEXES OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
(1967=100) >

PRICES
COMMODITIES PRICES

Index
Spot-market, 22 commodities*
Commodity-futures
Steel-scrap

1976
Mar. 1

511
640

i.17

1977
Feb. 21 Feb. 28

556 554
828 851

$72.17 $72.83

Mar. 11 Mar. 3 Mar. 10

Gold $133.65 $144.70 $147.05
*For the preceding Tuesday.
Note: The indexes are, respectively, those of the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Dow-Jones, and Iron Age. The spot-market and
futures indexes are converted so that their August 1939 daily
averages equal 100. The steel-scrap index is a composite price for
No. 1 heavy melting scrap. The gold price is the final fixing in
London.

BRIEFLY NOTED

The New York City Department of Consumer Affairs
for several years prepared a daily radio program,
"Consumer Alert," that was broadcast by a New York
radio station. The program purportedly described actions
taken by the Department in response to specific consumer
complaints. It recently was cancelled by the radio station
management after reporters of The New York Times
revealed that the episodes described in "Consumer Alert"
were often fictitious.

Mrs. Elinor Guggenheimer, who is the City Consumer
Affairs Commissioner and who personally narrated the
radio program, said, "We may have a problem with the
fact that we have embellished some of the spots to make
them more interesting." Since the bureaucrats involved
evidently concluded that the Department's product
(consumer protection) could not be "sold" to the
taxpayers without "embellishment," perhaps the product
should be taken off the market.

The proposed solution to the "problem" has not yet
been made public. Perhaps, the Department could issue a
summons and fine itself, or perhaps another agency will
be proposed to "watch the watch dog." We shall watch
with interest.
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